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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I Chronicles 12:32: "And of the children of Issachar, which were men that had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do; the heads of them
were two hundred; and all their brethren were at their commandment."
Acts 20:31: "Therefore watch, and remember, that by the space of three years I
ceased not to warn every one night and day with tears."

I Corinthians 16:13: "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be
strong."
I Thessalonians 5:6: "Therefore let us not sleep, as do others; but let us watch
and be sober."
I Corinthians 2:15a: "But he that is spiritual judgeth all things..."
Jesus said in John 7:24: "Judge not according to the appearance, but judge
righteous judgment."
Psalm 97:10: "Ye that love the LORD, hate evil..."
Massive US Death Traps Exposed On Drudge Report - 'They Can't Hold It Back
Much Longer' Survival Expert Warns
By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or Die
It has long been argued that the
#1 rule for survival is population
density.
Imagine this. Should suddenly
and without warning the world
implode, where would YOU rather
be; in a big city with hundreds of
thousands to millions of others,
the large majority of them
completely unprepared for this
situation, or out in the country or
the mountains where the
numerical odds begin in your
favor with far fewer people
attempting to take what's yours?
While the globalists attempt to herd the masses into the big city/suburb
population hubs that make up nearly 50% or more of the US population, our
'arrives just in the nick of time' system of resources is being stretched to the
point of breaking and as we've been warned, all it needs is the right event to bring
it all crashing down.
The story that Drudge Report linked to on their websites on Wednesday was
called "World's Worst Traffic Jam?" and it showed a photograph and must-see video of
traffic stuck for miles in pre-Thanksgiving gridlock in Southern California. While the
photo shows a peaceful, orderly Thanksgiving weekend travel, it doesn't take too
much imagination to visualize what it might look like should this travel be under
an emergency scenario.
A shiny sea of red and white lights stretching as far as the eye can see, scenes
like that are being replayed all across the country. Showing us why the big cities
can instantly become 'death traps' in an emergency scenario.
So when it all comes down, do YOU want to be one of those trying to escape from
the cities (along with several hundred thousand of your neighbors) or would you
rather already be far, far away from the suddenly fleeing masses?
As we're told in the 2nd video below featuring survival expert James Wesley
Rawles of SurvivalBlog.com there is still a very real chance that the globalists will

try to bring down the economy on Donald Trump's watch, putting the blame upon
nationalism and thus ensuring globalist power in the future, so people better be
prepared for that possibility.
If such a worst-case scenario happens, and the chain of supplies that keep our
country glued together suddenly stop whether via massive cyber attack that
takes down our system's infrastructure, or simultaneous Muslim terrorist attacks,
or an EMP attack or a solar flare that creates a 'lights out scenario' or a pandemic
or simply economic collapse; imagine what might happen should a million people
or more suddenly be unable to get food, toilet paper or other basic necessities.
The anti-Trump riots that are happening now across the country would be
nothing compared to millions hungry, unable to find their next meals.
As we're told in this new story from Survival Dan, economic collapses often go
hand-in-hand with a disruption of supplies that leads to the breakdown of our
society, often causing massive unrest and chaos. With huge food shortages
possibly leading to famine, those who think such a situation could never happen
here in America only need to look back several decades to see that it already
did.... and many Americans died because of it from starvation, malnutrition and
all of the associated illnesses and disease that come with people not eating
properly and living on the streets.
During the Great Depression, the population of the US was only about 125
million; according to Deagel.com, in 2015 the population of the US was nearly 321
million - almost 3 times as many people living here as there were 70 to 80 years
ago. Certainly a massive economic collapse that leads to major famine across
America could account for why Deagel
is predicting that ONLY 61 million will
be living in the US by 2025, just over 8
years from now.
How else might the US population
SHRINK to less than half of what it was
during the Great Depression? Keep in
mind, 61 million Americans is about 1/5
of those living here now... how might
our population be reduced so
drastically and so quickly? From
Deagel.:
The key element to understand the process that the USA will enter in the
upcoming decade is migration. In the past, specially in the 20th century, the key
factor that allowed the USA to rise to its colossus status was immigration with
the benefits of a demographic expansion supporting the credit expansion and the
brain drain from the rest of the world benefiting the States.
The collapse of the Western financial system will wipe out the standard of living
of its population while ending ponzi schemes such as the stock exchange and the
pension funds. The population will be hit so badly by a full array of bubbles and
ponzi schemes that the migration engine will start to work in reverse accelerating
itself due to ripple effects thus leading to the demise of the States. This unseen
situation for the States will develop itself in a cascade pattern with

unprecedented and devastating effects for the economy. Jobs offshoring will
surely end with many American Corporations relocating overseas thus becoming
foreign Corporations!!!!
We see a significant part of the American population migrating to Latin America
and Asia while migration to Europe - suffering a similar illness - won't be relevant.
Nevertheless the death toll will be horrible…When pensioners see their retirement
disappear in front of their eyes and there are no servicing jobs you can imagine
what is going to happen next. At least younger people can migrate. Never in
human history were so many elders among the population. In past centuries
people were lucky to get to their 30s or 40s. The American downfall is set to be
far worse than the Soviet Union's one. A confluence of crisis with a devastating
result.
With George Soros and the globalists already getting the masses charged up to
fever pitch with paid anti-Trump protesters causing havoc all across the country,
imagine what will happen if suddenly, this winter or next spring, the globalists
follow through and bring our economy crashing down. Certainly such a collapse
would explain the Deagel.com
numbers and gives us another
good reason to get out of the
cities, and ASAP.
As we learn in the new story
from Michael Snyder over at
the Economic Collapse Blog,
half of the world is dirt poor
and the global elite want it to
stay just that way. If you think
that doesn't include the US,
this new story from Zero Hedge tells us which US states have seen an increase in
the use of food stamps between 2000 and 2015 and how much that percentage is.
This chart alone shows us why America is in deep trouble.
And as Wall Street told us just days ago, the strongest pillar of a shaky US economy
has just cracked. Telling us the 'car recession' is supposed to spread into 2017, we see
why survival experts such as James Wesley Rawles are telling Americans to double
down on our prepping... "they can't hold back collapse much longer".
As we're told in this story from AltMarket.com, Donald Trump's win and the defeat
of the left comes with a cost. With Trump now the perfect scapegoat, or conduit,
for economic collapse, we're not surprised the globalists are still talking 'war' as
we've long been warned, "when all else fails, they bring us to war".
Current Headlines Read:
Obama Bans Free Speech In The Dead of Night--America adopts Soviet style
media controls
Nearing exit, Obama seeks to tie Trump's hands...
Unleashes 3,853 regs, 18 for every law, record 97,110 pages of red tape...
Every 33 seconds illegal alien added to USA...
California DMV licensed 800,000 illegal aliens...

Obama Drops 502 Muslims Invaders on Nebraska in Final Weeks Before President
Trump
Obama Launches Scorched Earth Policy in Final Days Before Trump
As former Congressman Ron Paul warns us, we should all keep our eyes out for a
'shadow-govt sponsored' false flag that will get Trump and the US into a war that
we don't want to be in, possibly against Russia as we now see the EU posturing
for war with Russia by labeling them as dangerous as ISIS.
During this time that we are thankful for all of the blessing bestowed upon us, we
need to remember that such a war will likely come home to US soil, fought in the
same US cities where Americans are now fighting traffic jams.
As we're told in the final video below, there is so much to be thankful for here in
America, having the opportunity to prepare for a moment we pray never comes.
Meanwhile, every day both here in America and in other places around the world,
people are living their own very real survival stories.
With the number of Americans on food stamps going through the roof as seen in
the chart above, we pray that the days ahead are loving, hearty, bountiful ones for
everybody while preparing for the days that aren't.
http://allnewspipeline.com/This_Is_Why_Big_Cities_Are_Death_Traps.php
See Scott Johnson’s Teaching:
End Time Preparedness/Prepper Mega Study–Part 1
End Time Preparedness/Prepper Mega Study–Part 2
End Time Preparedness/Prepper Mega Study–Part 3
++ Army Intel Officer: Patriots Must Prepare Now
Play to 4:24: https://youtu.be/pdy9ur7Hi48?t=1m15s
Obama Working to Block Trump Inauguration
Play at: http://www.infowars.com/breaking-obama-working-to-block-trumpinauguration/
Secret Service Agent Exposes Terrible Fate For USA
Play to 10:26: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7RanZHHoAE
++ United Nations Soldier Says: They Will Soon Occupy America: “Going Door-toDoor Taking Guns Or Shooting To Kill”
According to a recent alert posted at SteveQuayle.com, the United Nations may
already be preparing for such an outcome:
This does not come from a high level source. Just an everyday average Joe. But a
guy that works in the same industry that always gave me a hard time about the
tinfoil hat-stuff. Well he recently returned from a Great Divide concert at which a
gentleman (just passing by), stopped to mingle with this group of people. They
had a couple of drinks, and this guy states, he likes America, he likes the people.
He wished he could dance like, the Americans. Laugh.
He states he had been fighting beside US troops over past 6-7 years. And this is
why I feel I need to tell someone over here in the states a little something. He said
he was from Norway. And he would be back in 3-4 months as a part of UN troops.

He said there was nothing he could do. But felt compelled that he needed to say
something, just to let such good people know what is coming. He said that they
were going to be going door to door taking guns, or shooting to kill. They already
had the lists of names, and addresses.
I have no reason to not believe the words from acquaintance. It actually pretty
much freaked him out. He is rather overwhelmed from the conversation.
From his reaction, and as long as we’ve been acquainted, I have no reason not to
believe what he was told. I just wanted to pass this on to someone with the
means to possibly get the word out.
Source: Quayle Alerts
One of our observant readers from Texas submitted a similar comment recently.
Via HCKS:
I just heard some really disturbing s*** about something going on in Texas down
here. I am sorry but I cannot post it. All I can say is that Chinese soldiers have
been inching their way closer to all the major cities including Houston,
Woodlands, Conroe, and other major cities and our state government knows that
we will be under attack between now and the next 3-4 months. A chi-com soldier
just threatened someone that I know very well recently and he is not happy about
the incident. When chi-coms are telling Americans in my state where they can go
from where they can’t go, then we have a BIG PROBLEM. All the military
equipment is here in Texas, pre positioned during JADE HELM 15-16 and the
soldiers have already been placed in our state and all they have to do is just go
out, jump into the UN vehicles and roll out to the major highways, and deploy to
neighborhoods. All over 2017 is when the civilians will be getting the worst of it. I
know something is up because this link is matching up with what I am hearing.
The UN and Chinese know already in advance that they will be rolling down Hwy
45, Hwy 290, 1960/Hwy 6 from 45 north to deploy to take out these area of
subdivision, and one of the biggest major attacks by the UN, and chi-coms will
take place between 1960-hwy6-south down to Sugar land. They plan to do the
same thing on the Katy Mason rd area, hwy10 area. Good luck when you get to
that area…We have a very, very serious situation on the horizon.
Now, on its face such claims may sound as if they are coming from the very
fringes of the internet. And perhaps they are.
But before you dismiss these claims outright, keep in mind that it has been
confirmed United Nations soldiers are actively involved in military training in the
United States of America. Moreover, U.N. tank vehicles have been spotted moving
across U.S. highways. The United Nations has even tried to hide the fact that their
soldiers and equipment have been deployed to the U.S. as evidenced by the
following images showing how they are covering up the logos on their vehicles.
While it’s impossible to know exactly what the United Nations is planning in
conjunction with sympathetic U.S. political leaders, we know for a fact that U.N
troops are actively operating on our soil and their equipment is already here,
laying dormant for whatever orders were to come down the pipeline.
Related:
Texas Ranger Drops Jade Helm Bombshell: “There Are Trains With Shackles On
Them”

UN Tank Vehicles Spotted Moving Across U.S.: “Peace Keepers and Potential for
Civil Unrest”
Exposed: UN Vehicles Caught Trying To Hide Logo From Public View While
Traveling Inside The United States
Where Is the Proof that UN Soldiers are Actively Operating on American Soil? Oh,
Right Here…
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/norwegian-u-n-soldier-says-they-willsoon-occupy-america-going-door-to-door-taking-guns-or-shooting-tokill_10132016
You Won't Believe What's Being Stockpiled at Warren AFB-Paul Martin
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiIsr5kUH80
As of the November 4, 2016 Paris Agreement, we are “NOW” Governed by the
U.N.
By MICHAEL ASTOR Oct. 5, 2016
From this report http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2016/10/parisclimate-agreement-to-enter-into-force-on-4-november/ we read:
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The landmark Paris agreement on climate change will
enter into force on Nov. 4 2016, after a coalition of the world's largest polluters and
small island nations threatened by rising seas pushed it past a key threshold on
Wednesday.
President Barack Obama hailed the news as "a turning point for our planet," and
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon called the agreement's strong international
support a "testament for the urgency of action." Katharine Hayhoe, a climate
scientist at Texas Tech, called it: "A moment of bright hope in the increasingly
discouraging landscape of climate science."
U.N. deputy spokesman Farhan Haq said late Wednesday that the European Union and
10 countries deposited their instruments of ratification on Wednesday. The percentage
of emissions they account for topped the 55 percent threshold needed for the treaty to
take effect, he said.
"I am delighted to announce that today the Paris Agreement will cross the second
and final threshold needed for entry into force, and will enter into force on 4
November 2016," Ban said in a statement issued from Europe. "Global
momentum for the Paris Agreement to enter into force in 2016 has been
remarkable. What once seemed unthinkable is now unstoppable. "
Obama welcomed the news with a special address in the Rose Garden.
"Today, the world meets the moment," Obama said. "And if we follow through on the
commitments that this Paris agreement embodies, history may well judge it as a turning
point for our planet."
The Paris agreement commits rich and poor countries to take action to curb the
rise in global temperatures that is melting glaciers, raising sea levels and shifting
rainfall patterns. It requires governments to present national plans to reduce
emissions to limit global temperature rise to well below 2 degrees Celsius (3.6
degrees Fahrenheit).

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton supports the accord, while
Republican Donald Trump opposes it.
What this really means:
It appears most countries of the World as of Nov 4 have to submit to the UN
control, AKA the New World Order when the Paris Climate Agreement takes effect
on Nov. 4 2016, & this will be “ENFORCED” by UN troops.
But no citizens of any country voted for this, the elite gangsters wrote it up
“WITHOUT” the 7 BILLION citizens of the World approving it.
A New World Global Order “IS” NOW IN PLACE!
Hidden in the agreement is the notion of POPULATION stabilization which is TO
RESTRAIN POPULATION GROWTH. It is actually Operation Depopulation.
“AND WORSE YET”: The UN has the RIGHT to move in and use force in each
country to GO DOOR TO DOOR TO TAKE YOUR GUNS under the lie of the U.N.
protecting mother GAIA & its citizens in times of unrest.
Name Ri Konetski
Message Hi Scott, When I saw this movie preview on youtube, I thought I should share
it with you. We know that they are entertaining the masses through Hollywood with
actual potential future realities... to desensitize us and to make us think that
things like that happen only in movies... This one gave me the creeps.. If you
haven't seen it... here is the link.
THE THINNING – Depopulation Telegraphing -- Official Trailer
The Thinning takes place in a post-apocalyptic future where population control is
dictated by a high-school aptitude test. When two students discover the test is
smoke and mirrors hiding a larger conspiracy, they must fight the system to expose it
and take it down.
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLz8uR_IIWI
Netflix’s ‘3%’ Trailer: A Post-Apocalyptic TV Series Where Only 3% Will Succeed
A world divided into progress and devastation. The link between the two sides Offshore and Inland - is a rigorous and painstaking system called The Process.
Everyone in Inland has a chance to go through The Process to live a better life in
Offshore. But only 3% make it through.
Play with volume off: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yyzNQfaQR8
Obama Just Birthed Another Executive Order—Invasive “Humans” Dealt With! As
World Economic Forum Drops Shocker!
Thursday, December 8, 2016 11:56
“Welcome to the year 2030. I own nothing, have no privacy, and life has never been
better.” Ida Auken, Member of Parliament, Denmark (World Economic Forum Website)
How about that! I bet you feel all gooey inside, don’t you? Imagine a world that
controls your ever move, knows what you are going to do next, and in which you
own nothing because it’s all FREE!!! Sounds wonderful doesn’t it? Well maybe if
you’re the one doing the controlling it does, but for the average every day person,
it sounds like a living HELL!

Well this is exactly what the World Economic Forum is suggesting via Agenda
2030. A plan in which everyone works
with no pay, because they get their
payment through “FREE Services”
(food transportation, shelter, etc). A
plan in which everything you own
belongs to everyone else; your clothes,
your home, all of it! So if someone
needs to use your space for business,
no worries, they are welcome to it! This
is socialism/communism at its finest.
No need to be rich or earn a good living
because everyone simply and
MINIMALLY get’s their needs met… never mind the fact that you are dirt poor and
the elite are dirty rich and control it all. Just take your vaccines, stop having
children and comply, and they’ll be good to you.
There are the times I just get so sick and tired of the garbage these globalists spew, but
unfortunately their plan is already underway via Agenda 2030, America 2050,
DAVOS, the World Economic Forum, The United Nations, and multiple other
globally minded groups.
Most recently here in the U.S., the Obama administration signed another Executive
Order which furthers the agenda you just heard above, called Safeguarding The
Nation From The Impacts of Invasive Species. This EO further ensures the
compliance of the National Environmental Policy Act, the Act that calls attention to
the HUMAN population problem:
“The Congress recognizes the profound impact of man’s activity on the interrelations of
all components of the natural environment, particularly the profound influences of
population. growth, high-density urbanization, industrial expansion, resource
exploitation, and new and expanding technological advances and recognizes
further the critical importance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality to the
overall welfare and development of man, declares that it is the continuing policy of the
Federal Government, in cooperation with State and local governments, and other
concerned public and private organizations, to use all practicable means and measures,
including financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and
promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man
and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social economic, and
other requirements of present and future generations of Americans.” National
Environmental Policy Act Section 101 (a)
For More Information See:
Executive Order- https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/12/05/executiveorder-safeguarding-nation-impacts-invasive-species
National Environmental Policy Acthttps://www.fsa.usda.gov/Internet/FSA_File/nepa_statute.pdf
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990https://www.fws.gov/laws/lawsdigest/nonindi.html
Plant Protection Act- https://www.aphis.usda.gov/brs/pdf/PlantProtAct2000.pdf

The Lacey Act (bans trafficking of illegal wildlife)https://www.fws.gov/International/laws-treaties-agreements/us-conservation-laws/laceyact.html
World Economic Forum- https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/shopping-i-can-treally-remember-what-that-is/
America 2050- http://america2050.org/
http://beforeitsnews.com/agenda-21/2016/12/agenda-2030-just-birthed-an-executiveorder-in-the-us-invasive-humans-dealt-with-as-world-economic-forum-releasesnightmare-1946.html

